
Transitional Plan for EAGLE 
 

The LDOE is currently revamping the EAGLE system to align with the state’s transitional plan. By August 
2012, test items for English Language Arts (ELA) and math that are not aligned with the content common 
to the current grade-level expectations (GLEs) and the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) will be 
removed from the system. Newly developed items will measure student skills identified in the CCSS.  
 
The EAGLE system will close down for year-end maintenance beginning at 5 p.m. on July 13, 2012 and 
remain closed until the morning of July 30, 2012.  In order to prepare EAGLE for the upcoming school 
year, all student accounts, classes, schedules, and teachers’ accounts for teachers who did not schedule 
a test during the past year will be purged from the system.  Below is a breakdown of what to expect on 
July 30th: 
 
English Language Arts and Math 
This year, all premade and teacher-made tests for ELA and math are being purged because we are 
beginning the two-year transition to CCSS. During the two transitional years (2012-2013 and 2013-2014), 
EAGLE will reflect the GLEs included in the transitional Comprehensive Curriculum. When EAGLE is 
reopened on Monday morning, July 30th, the system will reflect the following:   

• The only items in the EAGLE bank will be those aligned to the content common to the current 
GLEs and CCSS. Items that are not aligned will no longer be in the item bank. 

• The existing premade tests and teacher-made tests will be removed because they may consist of 
items that do not align with the transitional curriculum. 

• New premade tests aligned to the transitional Comprehensive Curriculum will be developed.  
For each grade/course, there will be one premade test for every two units. The first premade 
test will be released in August.  Others will be released as they are completed.  

 
Social Studies 
For social studies, the new GLEs for US History and Civics will go into effect for the upcoming year.  For 
these two courses, new GLEs will be uploaded, premade and teacher-made tests will be purged, and the 
premade tests will be realigned to the new US History and Civics GLEs. Other social studies items and 
tests will remain. When EAGLE is reopened on July 30th, the system will reflect the following:   

• Items for US History and Civics will be realigned to the new social studies GLEs. 
• The existing premade tests and teacher-made tests for US History and Civics tests are removed. 
• New premade tests for US History and Civics, aligned to the new social studies GLEs, will be 

released as they are completed. 
• Items for grades 4, 8, and high school courses, other than US History and Civics, will remain the 

same, since the old GLEs are still in effect. 
• Newly developed items for grades 3, 5, 6, and 7 that are aligned to the new GLEs will be 

released as they are completed. 
 

Science  
No changes 


